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interdependence within 195–7
strategies for managing diversity in 194
multilevel reform negotiations 325–34
multilevel state architectures
comparison with unitary state architectures
31
effects of interstate or intrastate federalism
38–41
power allocation 35–8, 41
rationales for 32–5
Westphalian nation state as unit for
comparative analysis of 30
multilevel systems
examples of 320
territorial reform policies in
adaptation to change 319
contents and outcomes 323–4
defining and measuring 321–3
recent wave of reform attempts 320
relevance of explanatory factors 335
nation-building 191–3
nation states
all-embracing and exclusive as problematic
191
challenge of power distribution 30
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comparison with regions 27
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hypothesis 107
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structure of multilevel 37–8, 41
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place-based approaches 312–14
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legal 69, 74–5, 78, 84–5
organizational 195
political 5
territorial 3, 380
pluralistic game 195
plurinational accommodation 371–2, 380–81
Poland 111, 121, 127, 133
policy centralization 222–5
policy convergence
in Canadian education 223–4
environmental 249–50
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policy coordination see coordination
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policy diversity 395–7
policy-level factors 286–7
policy-making
authority on immigration 262, 270, 272–4
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autonomy in 81–2
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in EU 63, 66, 70–71, 81–2, 85
and joint decision-making 58
leading to complex processes of
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MLG as theory of 61–5, 69
social 199
policy networks 71, 81–2, 196–7, 218, 250, 252,
254
policy research
healthy policy as comparative politics 235–7
as most interested in states 237
territorial politics in health 233–5
political actors
affected by territorial contagion 165
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empirical findings 178–81
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theory of 182–4
political dynamics 50–52
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political mobilization
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in Europe 139–40
for home rule 195
multilevel governance as 61, 63–7, 70–71
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and reform 328
regional 281–5, 287–8, 307
political power
asymmetry of 37, 41
challenge of organization and distribution
30
and citizenship 204
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distribution
aspects of 208
functional 35–6, 41
sectoral 35–6, 41
territorial nature of 41
of federal level 33, 35–6
functional allocation of 47–9
in Ghana and Uganda 362
governments
competition between 32–4
divided between 31–3, 36–7, 41
horizontal dimension 33, 37
institutional 34, 39–40
intergovernmental relations 346–7
interstate/intrastate federalism 39

liberal-individualistic perspective 33
one-party monopoly of 127
in Pakistan 383
protection from, through competition 32–3,
41
regionalism and nationalism speaking to 195
relation to decentralization 91, 94, 358
territorial allocation of 30, 41
territorial dimension of 190
types of 35
in US federal system 39
vertical division of 30, 32–3, 36
political regionalism 22, 308, 315
political rescaling 22
political spaces 17, 21–2, 25, 27–8, 151–2, 309
political strategies for reform 329–32
politicization
and citizens’ pressure for reform 328
of ethnic identity 195
of fiscal transfers 294–6
of immigration 263
of local policy in EU 343
of reform procedures 330
of resource management and climate change
policies 251–2
power see political power
public choice 21, 34, 196
Quebec
civil liberties 208
comparison with Australia 299
competition over territorial interests 161
decentralization
blunting force of secession 96
and gender 82–3
demand for national self-government 20
equalization for integration of 303
fiscal federalism 297–8
immigration policy 264, 268
independence referenda 1
language and education policy 225–6, 228
minority nationalism 263, 354
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parties operating in 139, 297
prevalent view of Canada 192
rational choice 17, 141
re-gendering 75, 78, 81, 83–4
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conceptualizing and operationalizing
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data collection 116
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denationalization of electoral behavior
found in 111
dynamic nationalization scores 114, 119
electoral success 145–6
as more than a function of national elections
113
in multilevel electoral system 114–16
in second-order model perspective 112, 116,
145–6
static nationalization scores 114, 119
taking region as unit of analysis 114
timing of 116
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crystallization of 99
as politicized 22
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and process of integration 63–4
and SNRPs 161
regional parliaments 96, 107, 140, 174–5, 177,
179, 182–4, 208
regional political class 183–4
regional politics 173–4, 367
regional social dialogue 24
regionalism
bottom-up 145
bourgeois 143
city 315
competitive 21–2, 26–7
ethno 143
Europe 307, 315
functional 23
hierarchical 242
in Kenya 362
and nationalism 142, 195
new 19, 205, 308–9
political 308, 315
regional deviations 180
regions with 280
regions without 23, 280
and self-determination 6
top-down 145
in United States 307
regionalist parties
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future study of 152–3
ideological positions 149–50
leftish ideology 144
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policy performance 148
rise of 139
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empowerment of 279–80, 285
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285–6
institutions of 283–5
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party politics 286
policy-level factors 287–8
re-emergence of 279–80
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research agenda for 288–9
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size and wealth 286–7
without regionalism 23, 280
see also European regions
representation
domain of 321–4, 335
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land organizations 131
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proportional 34, 91, 93, 100, 144, 394
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territorial 181–2
territorial interest 121, 134, 161, 310, 315
women’s 78–81, 83–5, 162–3, 167
representational offices 281, 287–9
rescaling
functional 18–21
governance 197–9
interests 23–4
politics 22
see also territorial rescaling
resource management
actor-centred approach 254–6
centralization or decentralization debate
256–7
contrast with climate change policy 251–2,
256
interest group politics and intergovernmental
disputes governing politics of 252, 256
research on decentralization and
development 254
rights
civil and political 192
collective 194
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women’s representation 80
Scotland
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decentralization 234
denationalized elections 107
devolution
elements of both political and fiscal
decentralization 90
health politics 238
move to decentralist strategy 130, 132
party systems 129–30, 134
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structures 183
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ERPs 145
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183
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immigration 262, 264, 268, 270–72
independence referendum 1, 96, 139–40, 207,
209
minority nationalism 354
mixed common and civil law system 208
‘Moreno question’ 193–4
participation in regional executives 147
pattern of alternative careers 180
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regional elections 111
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relocation of focus of solidarity 20
secessionist leap forwards 153
social and economic demands mapped onto
territorial cleavages 22
social rights 206–7, 209
superceding competence levels of German
Länder 31
secession
campaigning as punishable offence in India
380
central governments granting autonomy to
avoid 93

movements 22, 98, 303, 363, 375
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prevention of 96–7
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to’ 210
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threat in UK and Spain 100, 134
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self-coordination 45–6, 49, 52–3
self-determination
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EU promoting right of 141
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movements 3, 141
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political demands for 6
SNRPs 6, 159, 164, 169
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self-government 283–5
self-rule 36–7, 39, 41, 92, 236, 241, 284–5
shared rule 36–7, 39–41, 92, 123, 236, 241, 280,
284–5
SNRPs see substate nationalist and regionalist
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social sciences methodology 2–4
South Africa
apartheid regime 364, 366
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confederal union 360
decentralization 92, 97–8
independent agency and equalization 300
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South Asia
complexity and heterogeneity 371–2
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containing federalism 380–82
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asymmetric federalism 37
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political reconstruction 91
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territorial reform 319–20, 322
threat of secession 100, 134
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territorial rescaling 121–2, 130, 135
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subsidiarity principle 82, 198, 200–201
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and immigration 261–4, 267–8, 272
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(SNRPs)
aims of 164–5
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mainstream political parties 158–9, 167
conditions for contagion 165–7
‘contagion’ effect of 158–9, 164–5, 168–9
growth in size and strength 6, 158
positions on immigration 267–74
research overview 159–61
strategies in response to threat posed by
167–8
supranational actorness determinants 282–8
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allocation of fiscal resources 319
cantonal parliaments 56–7, 207
cultural diversity 388
emergence of federalism 32
environmental policy 251
as established federation 31
example of intrastate federalism 39
as federal, but weak on other variables 236
federal reform 398
as federal republic 192
functional allocation of powers 48–9
gender politics 74, 78
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theory of 163–8
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239
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settings 149
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SNRPs 158
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300
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voting behavior see electoral behavior
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